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“Hard” Gardening 

If you know me, you know that one of the things I like to do in my free time is garden. Sometimes it is just fun to 

play in the dirt. I like to envision what can be, make a plan, and carry it out. I like to see the transformation that 

takes place when you change some aspect of the landscape. And, I like the transformation that takes place over 

a season, and from season to season. I like to see the finished result of a flower bed in bloom. And, I like to 

harvest vegetables and fruits. There can be a lot of fun and satisfaction for me in all of this. I am sure that many 

of you can appreciate similar feelings to some degree.   
 

Every spring and early summer there always seems to be a flurry, almost frantic, to get out and garden. People 

have been cooped up for months, the earth is changing from brown to green, and we want to be part of that.  

Garden Centers, green houses, nurseries, etc., are booming. Then come the hot summer months, followed by 

fall.  Somewhere along the line, we see the payoff for our efforts. Before you know it, you are beginning to think 

about what you will do next spring. The thing is, if you are serious about gardening, fall doesn’t just mean it is 

time to wind down; the fall season brings its own important work. If spring is “easy” gardening, because people 

are excited at the prospect, and you are putting flowers and vegetable plants in the ground, plants that are 

growing, that might already have flowers on them; fall can be “hard” gardening time. No, the work is not physically 

harder, but the attitude might be very different. In the spring, there is energy. In the fall, we have wrestled with 

weeds and other work for months. In the spring, we are planting seeds and green plants, some with flowers. In 

the fall, it is bulbs, or moving things around that are going dormant. In the spring, you will soon see results. In 

the fall, it will be months before you can see growth. But there are things that if you don’t do them in the fall, or 

plant in the fall, you won’t have anything to see in the spring. Right now, I am moving some blackberries and 

raspberries around so that they will have more room and better conditions. I am literally digging up what looks 

to be sticks, and planting them, in hopes of growing canes that will green up, flower, and produce fruit next spring 

and summer. This is “hard” gardening to be sure; the payoff is months and months away. 

I find this idea to be an apt one when it comes to faith. Many will say that they like to read the Bible, that they 

pray regularly, that it is important to them, that they get great benefit from it. The reality is, that there are times 

that it is much easier to do that and there are times when it is much harder. When we are in the midst of special 

seasons of the church such as Christmas and Easter, more people tune in. When we are going through seasons 

of peace and blessing, it may be easier to take time, or to give time to God and attend to these faith practices.  

The truth is though, that it is especially important to attend to our faith in the difficult times, in the “fall” seasons, 

when things may be hard, when we are laying a foundation, or planting for a harvest that might not be realized 

for some time. When it comes to gardening, seasons are pretty predictable. When it comes to our faith, “seasons” 

may be much less predictable, but you will have them. Don’t neglect your faith in any season, especially when it 

is “hard” gardening.   

Grace & Peace,  Pastor Blaine 
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This Week in Worship 

Do you ever feel like being a grown up is too hard?  Or, compared to everyone else around you, you are somehow 

not able to function like the rest?  Questions of maturity can be a struggle on many fronts, including faith.  This 

week in worship we will be looking at Ephesians 4:14-16.  “Then we will no longer be like children, forever 

changing our minds about what we believe because someone told us something different or because someone 

has cleverly lied to us and made the lie sound like the truth.  Instead, we will hold to the truth in love, becoming 

more and more in every way like Christ, who is the head of the body, the church. Under his direction, the whole 

body is fitted together perfectly, as each part does its own special work, it helps the other parts grow, so that the 

whole body is healthy and growing and full of love.”  Spend some time with this passage and consider what God 

is saying to you.   

Also, note – this week, we have our monthly coffee fellowship, between services and following the 10:30 AM 

service.  Come, let us spend time together in worship and in fellowship.  See you Sunday.  Till then, be blessed. 

 

 


